
Chumash Year 3 - Prefixes, Suffixes, Words and Units

Yr group Unit Skills progression by
the end of the year
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,`  l ,n ,e ,d ,a  Noun
prefixes  
j ,e ,i ,dPossessive suffixes  

ie ,ze3rd person prefixes        

Key Words

UNIT 3 WORDS 
Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from

UNIT...
Brackets means UNIT

we will see it in

Unit 3   'g-'`  miweqt g''i wxt

g ©z ¤R ¦n ,g ©z ¤R gzt Entrance

` §x©I ©e d`x See

dl̈¡dŸ̀ d̈ ,l ¤dŸ̀ d̈ ld` Tent 

eip̈i ¥r oir Eye

uẍ ,uẍÏ ©e uex Run

`p̈ `p Please / now

h ©r §n hrn A little

m¦i ©n min Water

u¥rd̈ ur Tree

i ¦x£d ©n ,x ¥d ©n§i ©e  xdn Hurry



UNIT 3a

Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

Bridging Unit 3A e''h-'h miweqt g''i wxt

xŸn ¥̀l x ¤n Ÿ̀I ©e Ex §n «̀ ŸI ©e xn` Say 1

L ¤Y §W ¦̀ dy` Wife (6)

o ¥a oa Son (4)

l ¤dŸ̀ d̈ l ¤dŸ̀ ä ld` Tent 3

g ©z ¤R gzt Entrance 3

§Y §wg̈v̈ i ¦Y §w ©gv̈ dẅ£g«̈v w ©g §v ¦Y©e wgv Laugh (4)

l ¤̀ l` To 1

dÖl̈ dnl Why (7)

UNIT 3b

Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

 b''l - f''h miweqt g''i wxtBridging Unit 3B

mi ¦Wp̈£̀d̈ yi` Man 2

K¥lŸd jld Go 1

d ¤U¡r ¤̀  d ¤U£r«©i zU£r«¥n EUr̈ zFU£r«©l d ¤UŸr dyr Make (4)

lFcB̈ lcb Great 1

Ek §x §a¦p §e jxa Bless 1

dr̈c̈ ¥̀  ei ¦Y §r ©c§i rci Know (14)

x ¤W£̀ xy` When / As (4)

x ©n Ÿ̀I ©e x ¤n Ÿ̀I ©e xn̈ ῭ xn` Say 1

i ¦M ik Because / for /
when

(13)

i©lE` ile` Perhaps NEW



wi ¦C ©S ©k m ¦wi ¦C ©v wi ¦C ©v wcv Righteous NEW

rẄẍM̈ rẄẍ ryx Wicked NEW

mi ¦X ¦n£g - 50 NEW

dẌ ¦n£g©e dẌ ¦n£g ©A dẌ ¦n£g - 5 NEW

mi ¦rÄ §x ©̀ d̈ mi ¦rÄ §x ©̀ - 40 NEW

mi ¦WŸl §W - 30 NEW

mi ¦x §U¤rd̈ mi ¦x §U¤r - 20 NEW

dẍÜ£rd̈ dẍÜ£r - 10 NEW

UNIT 3c

Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

'l-'` miweqt h''i wxtBridging Unit 3C 

L£̀ŸA `Ä E`Ä E Ÿ̀aÏ ©e `ea Come (7)

` §x©I ©e d`x See 3

`P̈ `p Please / now 3

Er §cï dr̈ §c¥p §e rci Know (14) 
Bridging unit B

zFU£r©l z̈i ¦Ur̈ EU£r ©Y EU£r©e U ©r©I ©e dyr Make / do (4)

g ©zR̈ ©d g ©z ¤R dg̈ §z ¤R ©d gzt Entrance 3

m ῭ i ¦vFd §k Ed ª̀ ¦vŸI ©e E` §S `¥vFd d ῭ i ¦vF` `¥v¥I ©e
`v̈ï

`vi Go out (6)

x ¥d ©n xdn Hurry 3

n̈Ÿc §qdv̈ §x ῭  ,dz̈§iÄ ©d ,dẍd̈d̈ ,dg̈ §z ¤R ©d ,d



UNIT 4

Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

  b''i-'` miweqt  `''k wxtUnit 4 

x ¤W£̀ ,x ¤W£̀ ©M xy` As

dÜr̈ ,U ©r©I ©e dyr Make

x¥A ¦C xac Speak

c¤l¤I ©d ,dc̈§lï ,c©lFP ©d ,c¤l ¥Y©e cli Boy

i ¦p §A ,Dp̈ §A ,Fp §A ,o ¥A oa Son

` ¥xT̈¦i ,`ẍ §w¦I ©e `xw Call

m ¤W my Name

dë ¦v dev Command

r ©n §W , ©r ¥nŸX ©d rny Hear / listen

dẅ£gv̈ ,w ©g §v ¦Y©e ,w ¥g ©v §n ,wŸg §v ,w ©g£v¦i ,wg̈ §v¦i wgv Laugh

UNIT 4a

Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

`''k-c''i miweqt `''k wxtBridging Unit 4A 

m¥M §W©I ©e mky Get up early (9)

g ©T ¦Y©e g ©T¦I ©e gwl Take (5)

o ¥Y¦I ©e ozp Give (8)

c¤l¤I ©d cli Boy 4

K¤l ¥Y©e jld Go 1

a ¤W¥I ©e a ¤W ¥Y©e aey Return NEW

lFw Dl̈Ÿw lew Voice (8)

x ©r©P ©d xrp Lad NEW



UNIT 4b

Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

c''l-a''k miweqt `''k wxtBridging Unit 4B 

m ¦r §e ,i ¦cÖ ¦r ,L §O ¦r mr With NEW

dÜr̈ ,d ¤U£r ©Y ,i ¦zi ¦Ur̈ ,d ¤UŸr dyr Make / Do 4

i ¦kŸp «̀̈ ip` I (am) NEW

g ©T ¦Y ,g ©T¦I ©e gwl Take (5)

r ©a ¤W ray 7 NEW

zUä §M ,zU §a ¦M yak Lamb NEW

mẄ my There NEW



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

Year Group: Year 3                 Unit 3   'g-'`  miweqt g''i wxt

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K4 B
Pupil knows the meaning of the phrases –
d ¥y£r©e h ©r §n xŸen¡̀" ,dë §v ¦n§l zefi ¦x §f ,mi ¦g §xŸe` z ©qp̈ §k ©d ,mi¦lŸeg xewi ¦A

"d¥A §x ©d

K6

Pupil knows that Rashi’s explanation is not part of the
Torah text.
Pupil knows Rashi’s explanation of why Hashem
appears to Avrohom, why Avrohom was sitting at the
entrance of his tent, the reason that the word ` §x©I ©e is
repeated and whom Avrohom involves in the mitzvah of
mi ¦g §xŸe` z ©qp̈ §k ©d for what reason.

S1 Pupil can locate text when given its Perek and Possuk
reference.

S3
Pupil can read words (and Pesukim) accurately,
accentuating syllables and can correctly recognise an
Esnachto.

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5
Pupil can identify the word families of the keywords of
the unit and the previous unit. 
Pupil can identify prefixes / suffixes of this unit (and
year group) and the previous unit.

U1

Pupil can reflect on and discuss the Mitzvos of xewi ¦A
mi¦lŸeg and mi ¦g §xŸe` z ©qp̈ §k ©d. They can identify and discuss
the values of performing Mitzvos with enthusiasm
(dë §v ¦n§l zefi ¦x §f) involving others in performing Mitzvos
and the importance of actions – d¥A §x ©d d ¥y£r©e h ©r §n xŸen¡̀

U2

Pupil can identify, with support, seemingly extra words
e.g. ` §x©I©e and derive meaning and values from these
words. 
They can identify with support guiding words (milin
zegpn) that are repeated in the text - xdn ,ux

U3
Pupil can identify and derive meaning and values, with
support, from comparing two different passages, e.g.
Bereishis 18:4-5 - what Avrohom offers his guests - and
Bereishis 18:8 - what he actually serves them.



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

Year Group: Year 3                  Bridging Unit 3A e''h-'h miweqt g''i wxt

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K4 B Pupil knows the meaning of the phrase –
dn̈i¦p §R K¤l ¤nÎz ©a dC̈Ea §MÎlM̈ (c''i :d''n mildz).

K6
Pupil knows that Rashi’s explanation is not part of the
Torah text.
Pupil knows Rashi’s explanation of why the Melochim
ask Avrohom where his wife is (Possuk 9)

S1 Pupil can locate text when given its Perek and Possuk
reference.

S3
Pupil can read words (and Pesukim) accurately,
accentuating syllables and can correctly recognise an
Esnachto.

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5
Pupil can identify the word families of the keywords of
the unit and the previous unit. 
Pupil can identify prefixes / suffixes of this unit (and
year group) and the previous unit.

U1 Pupil can reflect on and discuss the Mitzvoh of zeripv.

U2

Pupil can understand that there are different types of
laughter (refer back to Avrohom’s laughter). Laughing
‘inside’ and laughing openly. (Ramban)
Pupil can identify, with support, seemingly extra words
(DÄ §x ¦w §A) and derive why Avrohom was angry at Soroh
for laughing when he also laughed when he found out he
was going to have a son (17:17).

U2

Pupil can understand why the Torah repeats L ¤Y §W ¦̀  dẍÜ
if in pessukim 9 and 10? We already know that she is his
wife.
Pupil can identify, with support, seemingly extra words,
L ¤Y §W ¦̀  dẍÜ (which is mentioned in both Possuk 9 and 10)
and derive meaning and values from these words.

U3
Pupil can identify and derive meaning and values, with
support, from comparing two different passages, e.g.
Bereishis 18:12 - what Soroh thought - and Bereishis
18:13 - what Hashem told Avrohom she thought.



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

 b''l - f''h miweqt g''i wxtYear Group: Year 3                 Bridging Unit 3B

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K3 Pupil knows the location of S’dom and Amoroh

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K4 B Pupil knows the meaning of the phrase –
mi ¦̀ Ḧ ©g §e mi ¦rẍ mŸc §q i ¥W§p ©̀ §e (13:13)

K6

Pupil knows that Rashi’s explanation is not part of the
Torah text.
Pupil knows Rashi’s explanation of why Avrohom asked
that 50, 45, 40, 30, 20 and then 10 Tzaddikim should
save the city. (Why these numbers and why down to 10
and no further)

S1 Pupil can locate text when given its Perek and Possuk
reference.

S3
Pupil can read words (and Pesukim) accurately,
accentuating syllables and can correctly recognise an
Esnachto.

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5

Pupil can identify the word families of the keywords of
the unit and the previous unit. 
Pupil can identify prefixes / suffixes of this unit (and
year group) and the previous unit. (Introduce prefix ‘`’)

U1

Pupil can reflect on and discuss the importance and
values of Davening including not giving up hope and
how one should view themself before Davening (xtr
xt`e).

U2
Pupil can identify, with support, seemingly extra words
i.e. i©lE` and derive meaning and values from these
words.



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

'l-'` miweqt h''i wxtYear Group: Year 3                 Bridging Unit 3C 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K3 Pupil knows the location of S’dom and Amoroh

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K6

Pupil knows that Rashi’s explanation is not part of the
Torah text.
Pupil knows Rashi’s explanation (19:1) why it took the
Melochim so long to arrive in Sdom from Avrohom’s
home.

S1 Pupil can locate text when given its Perek and Possuk
reference.

S3
Pupil can read words (and Pesukim) accurately,
accentuating syllables and can correctly recognise an
Esnachto.

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5

Pupil can identify the word families of the keywords of
the unit and the previous unit. 
Pupil can identify prefixes / suffixes of this unit (and
year group) and the previous unit. NEW - ‘d’ at the end
of the word is the same as ‘l’ at the beginning.

U1

Pupil can reflect on and discuss the importance and
values of our surroundings and how they affect us. Lot
acts with kindness (cqg) even under extremely
dangerous circumstances. This can be emphasised in
19:8.

U2

Pupil understands how particular phrasing emphasises
the wickedness of S’dom (m ¤Y §n ©M §W ¦d §e ,Ev£g ©x §e Epi¦l §e ,`p̈ ExEq
mŸc §q i ¥W§p ©̀  xi ¦rd̈ i ¥W§p ©̀ §e ,m ¤Y §k©l£d©e) and nevertheless Lot still
wanted to invite guests.

U3

Pupil analyses and interprets Chumash text by
comparing Lot to Avrohom (18:1). Similarities show the
power of Lot’s education. What do the differences show
e.g. uẍÏ ©e - cŸ̀ §n mÄ x ©v §t¦I ©e (Ramban)

U3
Pupil is able to compare the word miyp` by Avrohom
(18:2) to mik`ln by Lot and understand why the Torah
uses different words to identify the same ‘people’. 



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

  b''i-'` miweqt  `''k wxtYear Group: Year 3                 Unit 4 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K4 B Pupil knows the meaning of the phrase –
r ©xf̈ L§l ` ¥xT̈¦i wg̈ §v¦i §a i ¦M (21:12)

K6

Pupil knows that Rashi’s explanation is not part of the
Torah text.
Pupil knows Rashi’s explanation of:
w ¥g ©v §n How did Yishmoel ‘laugh’?
Fp §A zŸcF` l ©r Avrohom is also concerned about Yishmoel’s
behaviour.

S1 Pupil can locate text when given its Perek and Possuk
reference.

S3
Pupil can read words (and Pesukim) accurately,
accentuating syllables and can correctly recognise an
Esnachto.

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5

Pupil can identify the word families of the keywords of
the unit and the previous unit. 
Pupil can differentiate between verbs (shorashim) and
nouns (word families).
Pupils can distinguish between the male and female 3rd
person singular form of the past tense (prefixes ie and ze
added to shorashim)
Pupil can identify the new prefix ‘§l’ in the keywords of
the unit and the prefixes ‘ ¦n , §a , ©d and §e from previous
units.
Pupils can identify the possessional suffixes ‘i’ (my) ‘e’
(his) and ‘d’(hers) as well as .. (yours) from Unit 1
Pupil can identify prefixes / suffixes of this unit (and
year group) and the previous unit.



KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

U1

Pupil can reflect on and discuss the feelings of Avrohom
and Soro before and after the birth of their son Yitzchok
as well as their different feelings towards Yishmoel.
Pupils can reflect on the following values that the text
tesches us: Knowing that Hashem keep his promises and
waiting patiently until He is ready to do so; the concept
of showing gratitude - aehd zxkd - to Hashem and to
others, as demonstrated by Avrohom who made a big
feast to celebrate Yitzchok’s growing up; different ways
of handling complex family relationships, and apply
these values to their own lives.

U2

Pupil can identify, with support, repeated words and
phrases e.g. the repetition of the phrase xac xy`k to
show that Hashem keeps His promise. They can
identify, with support, the guiding words (milin
zegpn) wgv and the word oa in their various forms to
provide clues and the deepen our understanding of the
text.



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

 `''k-c''i miweqt `''k wxtYear Group: Year 3                 Bridging Unit 4A 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K4 B Pupil knows the meaning of the phrase –
mẄÎ`Ed x ¤W£̀ ©A (21:17)

K6

Pupil knows that Rashi’s explanation is not part of the
Torah text.
Pupil knows Rashi’s explanation of why: 
Yishmael’s Tefilloh was accepted while Hogor’s
Tefillos for him were not. (21:17)
Yishmoel was saved from dying of thirst.

S1 Pupil can locate text when given its Perek and Possuk
reference.

S3
Pupil can read words (and Pesukim) accurately,
accentuating syllables and can correctly recognise an
Esnachto.

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5
Pupil can identify the word families of the keywords of
the unit and the previous unit. 
Pupil can identify prefixes / suffixes of this unit (and
year group) and the previous unit.

U1
Pupil can reflect on Hashem’s mercy for Yishmoel - the
saving of Yishmoel and focusing on our good points and
not our negative points. 

U1 Pupil can elicit the value of finding the good in everyone
- mẄÎ`Ed x ¤W£̀ ©A.



I CAN DO...

Year Group: Year 3                 Unit 3   'g-'`  miweqt g''i wxt

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit. 

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K4 B I know the meaning of the key phrases from this unit.

K6
I know that Rashi is not part of the Chumash text and I
can retell in my own words the commentary of Rashi
taught in this unit. 

S1 I can show where a pasuk begins and ends in my
Chumash and find the Esnachto. 

S3 I can read the Pesukim accurately, saying syllables
correctly and pausing at the Esnachto. 

S4 I can work out, with a bit of help, the meaning of some /
most Pesukim using Hebrew key words that I know. 

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

U1 I can describe the Mitzvah learnt from the Chumash and
say how they connect to my own life.

U2
I can find, with a bit of help, words in the story that
repeat themselves and how these words give clues to the
Middos I can learn from the story.

U3 I can compare, with a bit of help, similarities and
differences in two phrases I have learned.



I CAN DO...

Year Group: Year 3                  Bridging Unit 3A e''h-'h miweqt g''i wxt

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit. 

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K4 B I know the meaning of the key phrases from this unit.

K6
I know that Rashi is not part of the Chumash text and I
can retell in my own words the commentary of Rashi
taught in this unit. 

S1 I can show where a pasuk begins and ends in my
Chumash and find the Esnachto. 

S3 I can read the Pesukim accurately, saying syllables
correctly and pausing at the Esnachto. 

S4 I can work out, with a bit of help, the meaning of some /
most Pesukim using Hebrew key words that I know. 

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

U1 I can describe the Mitzvah learnt from the Chumash and
say how they connect to my own life.

U2
I can find, with a bit of help, words in the story that
repeat themselves and how these words give clues to the
Middos I can learn from the story.

U3 I can compare, with a bit of help, similarities and
differences in two phrases I have learned.



I CAN DO...

 b''l - f''h miweqt g''i wxtYear Group: Year 3                 Bridging Unit 3B

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit. 

K3 I can identify on a map the location of places mentioned
in this unit.

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K4 B I know the meaning of the key phrases from this unit.

K6
I know that Rashi is not part of the Chumash text and I
can retell in my own words the commentary of Rashi
taught in this unit. 

S1 I can show where a pasuk begins and ends in my
Chumash and find the Esnachto. 

S3 I can read the Pesukim accurately, saying syllables
correctly and pausing at the Esnachto. 

S4 I can work out, with a bit of help, the meaning of some /
most Pesukim using Hebrew key words that I know. 

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

U1 I can describe the values learnt from the Chumash and
say how they connect to my own life.

U2
I can find, with a bit of help, words in the story that are
seemingly extra explain how these words give clues to
the Middos I can learn from the story.



I CAN DO...

'l-'` miweqt h''i wxtYear Group: Year 3                 Bridging Unit 3C 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit. 

K3 I can identify on a map the location of places mentioned
in this unit.

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K6
I know that Rashi is not part of the Chumash text and I
can retell in my own words the commentary of Rashi
taught in this unit. 

S1 I can show where a pasuk begins and ends in my
Chumash and find the Esnachto. 

S3 I can read the Pesukim accurately, saying syllables
correctly and pausing at the Esnachto. 

S4 I can work out, with a bit of help, the meaning of some /
most Pesukim using Hebrew key words that I know. 

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

U1 I can describe the values learnt from the Chumash and
say how they connect to my own life.

U2 I can find, with a bit of help, words or phrases that give
clues to the Middos I can learn from the story.

U3 I can compare, with a bit of help, similarities and
differences in two phrases I have learned.



I CAN DO...

  b''i-'` miweqt  `''k wxtYear Group: Year 3                 Unit 4 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit. 

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K4 B I know the meaning of the key phrases from this unit.

K6
I know that Rashi is not part of the Chumash text and I
can retell in my own words the commentary of Rashi
taught in this unit. 

S1 I can show where a pasuk begins and ends in my
Chumash and find the Esnachto. 

S3 I can read the Pesukim accurately, saying syllables
correctly and pausing at the Esnachto. 

S4 I can work out, with a bit of help, the meaning of some /
most Pesukim using Hebrew key words that I know. 

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

U1 I can describe the values learnt from the Chumash and
say how they connect to my own life.

U2
I can find, with a bit of help, words in the story that
repeat themselves and how these words give clues to the
Middos I can learn from the story.



I CAN DO...

 `''k-c''i miweqt `''k wxtYear Group: Year 3                 Bridging Unit 4A 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit. 

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K4 B I know the meaning of the key phrases from this unit.

K6
I know that Rashi is not part of the Chumash text and I
can retell in my own words the commentary of Rashi
taught in this unit. 

S1 I can show where a pasuk begins and ends in my
Chumash and find the Esnachto. 

S3 I can read the Pesukim accurately, saying syllables
correctly and pausing at the Esnachto. 

S4 I can work out, with a bit of help, the meaning of some /
most Pesukim using Hebrew key words that I know. 

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

U1 I can describe the values learnt from the Chumash and
say how they connect to my own life.


